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We report the computer-automated tuning of gate-defined semiconductor double quantum dots in

GaAs heterostructures. We benchmark the algorithm by creating three double quantum dots inside

a linear array of four quantum dots. The algorithm sets the correct gate voltages for all the gates to

tune the double quantum dots into the single-electron regime. The algorithm only requires (1) prior

knowledge of the gate design and (2) the pinch-off value of the single gate T that is shared by all

the quantum dots. This work significantly alleviates the user effort required to tune multiple quan-

tum dot devices. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4952624]

Electrostatically defined semiconductor quantum dots

have been the focus of intense research for the application of

solid-state quantum computing.1–3 In this architecture, quan-

tum bits (qubits) can be defined by the spin state of an elec-

tron. Recently, several experiments have shown coherent

manipulation of such spins for the purpose of spin-based

quantum computation.4–10 Enabled by advances in device

technology, the number of quantum dots that can be accessed

is quickly increasing from very few to many.11,12 Up to date,

all these quantum dots have been tuned by “hand.” This is a

slow process whereby gate voltages are tweaked carefully,

first to reach a regime with one electron in each of the dots

and then to adjust the strength of all the tunnel barriers.

Defects and variations in the local composition of the hetero-

structure lead to a disordered background potential land-

scape, which must be compensated for by the gate voltages.

On top, cross-capacitances of each gate to neighboring dots

increases the tuning complexity as the number of dots

increases. The ability to tune these dots automated by com-

puter algorithms, including tuning of many dots in parallel,

is an important ingredient towards the scalability of this

approach to create a large-scale quantum computer.

In this letter, we demonstrate the computer automated

tuning of double quantum dot (DQD) devices. We have

created an algorithm that only requires as input: (1) prior

knowledge of the gate design, which is reasonable for future

large-scale quantum dot circuits, and (2) the measured

pinch-off value of a single gate shared by all the quantum

dots. We describe the algorithm used and verify its robust-

ness by creating three independent DQDs inside a quadruple

dot array. The algorithm finds the correct gate voltages to

tune all DQDs into the single-electron regime, and the com-

puter recognizes that this goal has been achieved.

A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a de-

vice nominally identical to the one used is shown in Fig. 1(a).

The gate electrodes fabricated on the surface of a GaAs/

AlGaAs heterostructure are biased with appropriate voltages

to selectively deplete regions of the two-dimensional electron

gas (2DEG) 90 nm below the surface and define the quantum

dots. The main function of each gate is as follows: gates

L and R set the tunnel coupling with the left and right reser-

voirs, respectively. D1–D3 control the three inter-dot tunnel

couplings, and P1–P4 are used to set the electron number in

each dot. However, each gate influences the other parameters

as well. Changing L, for example, will also change the elec-

tron number in dot 1 and influence the inter-dot tunnel barrier

between dots 1 and 2. This needs to be taken into account by

the algorithm. Two other nearby quantum dots on top of the

qubit array, sensing dots 1 and 2 (SD1 and SD2), are created

in a similar way and function as a capacitively coupled charge

sensor of the dot array. When positioned on the flank of a

Coulomb peak, the conductance through the sensing dot is

very sensitive to the number of charges in each of the dots in

the array. The changes in conductance are measured using

radiofrequency (RF) reflectometry.13 The high-frequency

lines are connected via bias-tees to gates P1, P3, and P4. The

device was cooled inside a dilution refrigerator to a base tem-

perature of �15 mK. All measurements were taken at zero

magnetic field.

Before running the algorithm, the user is required to

input a range of T-values for which the algorithm should try

to find DQDs. This range is currently determined by meas-

uring the pinch-off value of T manually, and then choosing a

set of gate voltages more negative than this pinch-off value.

This step could be automated in future work.

The algorithm consists of 3 steps: (1) to determine the

starting values for the gate voltages, we first measure the

pinch-off characteristic between each individual gate and the

shared T-gate. Based on those results, we (2) create single

quantum dots. The required tunnel barriers acquired in (2)

can be used as a starting point to (3) create double dots into

the single-electron regime. Subsequently, steps (1) and (2)

are used to create the SDs.

To measure the pinch-off characteristic, we apply a

small voltage-bias (�500 lV) to O4 and measure the current

Iarray through the quadruple dot array. Variations in the local
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composition of the heterostructure underneath each gate will

be reflected in the required voltage to create quantum point

contacts (QPCs). We term this voltage the transition value,

Vtr
gate;i, which is defined as the gate voltage for which Iarray is

at �30% of its maximum value (see supplementary material

II A (Ref. 14)). This procedure is repeated for a range of

T-values. Figs. 1(b)–1(d) show an example for T¼�400 mV

and the gates controlling the leftmost dot (L, P1, and D1). In

practice, it is best to continue with the most positive T-value

that still allows pinch-off for all gates. In our experience, this

tends to create better quantum dots for this gate design.

We start by creating single quantum dots, as they al-

ready include much of the cross-talk between gates, dots,

and barriers, which are present in double dots. To create sin-

gle quantum dots, we apply a fixed voltage for the plunger

gate (usually �80 mV) which we know is appropriate for

this device design, and use the transition values of the barrier

gates as input for a 2D coarse scan. A suitable scan range is

[Vtr
gate;i � 10 mV; Vtr

gate;i þ 400 mV]. We again monitor Iarray.

The structure of these scans is always similar: for negative

gate voltages, the channel is closed, so there is no current.

For more positive voltages, the channel is open, so there is a

large current. We fit a tetragon to the area corresponding to

large current, see Fig. 2(a) for an example of the leftmost dot

(details can be found in the supplementary material II B

(Ref. 14)). We next take a finer scan of the area closest to the

tetragon corner with the most negative gate voltages; see

Figs. 2(b)–2(e). In the experiments we have performed, this

point is always showing the start of quantum dot formation

through the appearance of a Coulomb peak. We use this

point as the starting point in gate-space for creating DQDs.

The exact location of the Coulomb peak is determined using

a Gabor filter and is shown as black dots in Figs. 2(b)–2(e)

(see supplementary material II B (Ref. 14)).

When going to double dots, transport measurements are

not suitable as current levels through few-electron double

dots are impractically low for this device design. Therefore,

once the single dots have been formed, we tune the SDs in a

similar way. They can then be used for non-invasive charge

sensing which does allow one to distinguish single-electron

transitions in the dot array through RF-reflectometry. To

achieve a high sensitivity, it is important that the SD is tuned

to the flank of one of its Coulomb peaks. After finding a

Coulomb peak for the SD in a similar way as described for

the qubit dots, we make a 1D scan of the plunger gates; see

Fig. 2(f). Each detected Coulomb peak is given a score based

on its height and slope that allows the algorithm to continue

with the most sensitive operating point for the corresponding

plunger gate (see supplementary material II C (Ref. 14)).

With the SD tuned, we create a double dot in the follow-

ing way: first, we set the voltages of the gates for the double

dot to the values found for the individual single dots (black

dots in Figs. 2(b)–2(e)). For the single gate shared by the two

individual dots (e.g., gate D1 for the leftmost double dot), the

average of the two values is used. Next, we record a charge

stability diagram of the double dot structure by varying the

two plunger gate voltages involved. We use a heuristic for-

mula to determine the correct scan range that takes into

account the capacitive coupling of the gates to the dots (see

supplementary material II D (Ref. 14)). Typical results for

such scans are shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). Scans involving two

plungers are measured by applying a triangular voltage ramp

to the plungers on the horizontal axis using an arbitrary wave-

form generator, and by stepping the other plunger gate using

DACs.15 Whilst stepping the latter gate, we also adjust the

sensing dot plunger gate to compensate for cross-capacitive

coupling and thereby improve the operating range of the SD.

To verify that the double dot has reached the single-

electron regime, the algorithm first detects how well specific

parts of the charge stability diagrams match the shape of a

reference cross (see inset of Fig. 3). Each match should

ideally correspond to the crossing of a charging line from

each dot. The shape of the reference cross is derived from

the various capacitive couplings, which follow from the gate

design and are known approximately from the start. Instead

of detecting crosses, one could also try to detect the individ-

ual charge-transition lines. This turned out to be more sensi-

tive to errors for two reasons: (1) Extra features in the charge

stability diagrams that do not correspond to charging lines

are wrongfully interpreted as dot features. (2) Not all

FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of a sample

nominally identical to the one used

for the measurements. Dotted circles

indicate quantum dots, squares indicate

Fermi reservoirs in the 2DEG, which

are connected to ohmic contacts. O5 is

always open during the measurements.

The gates that are not labeled are

grounded. The current through the quad-

ruple dot array, Iarray, is measured to cre-

ate single dots. The reflectance of the

SDs, VRF,SD1 and VRF,SD2 is monitored

to tune DQDs into the single-electron

regime. (b)–(d) Pinch-off curves show-

ing Iarray versus the gate voltages L, P1,

and D1 (T¼�400 mV). The calculated

transition value Vtr
gate;i is shown as a dot-

ted vertical line. The horizontal lines

denote the high and low value of the

current as detected by the algorithm.
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charging lines are straight across the entire dataset; this

makes it harder to interpret which line belongs to which dot.

The cross-matching algorithm is robust against such anoma-

lies because of the local, instead of global, search across the

dataset. In future work, it could actually be useful to still

detect these extra and/or curved lines. They could give infor-

mation about, e.g., unwanted additional dots and aid in deter-

mining the electron numbers in regions with higher tunnel

couplings. For the current goal of finding the single-electron

regime, this extra information is not required.

FIG. 2. (a)–(e) Four single dots are created by sweeping the tunnel barrier gate voltages for each dot whilst keeping the plunger gate fixed and monitoring

Iarray. After a coarse scan (example shown for the leftmost dot in (a)) we zoom in to the region showing Coulomb blockade (b)–(e). The center location where

Coulomb peaks are formed is determined using a Gabor filter and depicted by black dots. (f) The SD is fine-tuned by sweeping its plunger gate voltage. The

charge sensing measurements shown in Fig. 3 are performed by tuning to the left flank of a Coulomb peak.

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Double dot charge stability diagram for the left, middle and right double dot respectively. Using the result of Figs. 2(b)–2(e) the tunnel barriers

are set, and the plunger gates are swept as indicated. The occupancy of each dot is denoted by (n, m) corresponding to the number of electrons in the left and

right dot respectively of that specific double dot. The algorithm determines how well regions of the charge stability diagram match to a reference cross (see

inset). Good matches are encircled. These are interpreted as crossings of charging lines from two dots. The single-electron regime is found by verifying that no

other prominent charging lines are observed for more negative gate voltages with respect to the most bottom-left detected cross (green regions). The extra fea-

tures present in (a) and (c) were below the detection threshold and are attributed to additional dots due to a lack of coupling with the double dot under investi-

gation (a) or a different slope (c). These unwanted dots do not necessarily pose a problem for follow-up double dot experiments. The horizontal scan range of

panel (b) is less than for (a) and (c) due to hardware limitations.
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Next, the algorithm checks whether within a region

slightly larger than 70� 70 mV2, it finds other charge transi-

tions for more negative gate voltages with respect to the

most bottom-left detected cross. If this region is too small to

draw a conclusion, the algorithm will adjust the scan range

to more negative voltages (see supplementary material II D

(Ref. 14)). The regions are depicted by the green tetragons in

Fig. 3. If no extra transitions are detected: the single-electron

regime has been found, and the result is given a score of 1

for that specific measurement outcome. If extra transitions

are found, the algorithm outputs the score 0. For a score of 1,

the algorithm can set both plunger voltages to þ15 mV with

respect to the most bottom-left detected cross to enter the

single-electron regime (depicted by red dots in Fig. 3). This

is where the algorithm stops. At the end of the run the user

can see the measurement results for the various initial

choices of T and select the best one.

All combined, the running of this complete algorithm (for

a single value of the T-gate) takes �200 min (see supplemen-

tary material II E (Ref. 14)). Per device typically 5T-values

are tested. In practice, we have observed that for some cool-

downs of the sample the algorithm could not attain the single-

electron regime. A thermal cycle combined with different bias

cooling16 can significantly influence the tuning and solve this

issue; just as for tuning done by hand. The key difference is

that with the computer-aided tuning, hardly any user effort is

required to explore tuning of double dots to the few-electron

regime. In future work, the time required for automated tuning

(as well as for tuning by hand) can be further reduced by also

connecting the tunnel barrier gates of each single dot to a

high-frequency line which would allow much faster scans for

Figs. 1 and 2.17 These scans currently form the bottleneck in

the overall tuning process. Future experiments will also

address the automated tuning of more than two dots and the

tuning of the tunnel couplings in between dots and their reser-

voirs, which are key parameters for operating dots as qubit

devices. Finally, we expect that the same algorithm can be

applied with minor modifications to a wide variety of gate-

defined quantum dot devices, whether operating in depletion

mode1,4,5,8,11,13,15 or accumulation mode,9,10 and whether they

are based on 2D or 1D6,7,17 electron systems. In particular, the

main steps (identify pinch-off voltages, use those to create

single dots, and use those as the starting point for double dots)

apply in spirit across all such realizations. Furthermore, the

Gabor filter and reference cross approaches for data interpre-

tation can be adopted without modification.

In summary, we have demonstrated computer-

automated tuning of double quantum dot devices into the

single-electron regime. This work will simplify tuning dots

in the future and forms the first step towards automated tun-

ing of large arrays of quantum dots.
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